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ABSTRACT
Eye gaze tracking is a promising input method which is grad-
ually finding its way into the mainstream. An obvious ques-
tion to arise is whether it can be used for point-and-click
tasks, as an alternative for mouse or touch. Pointing with
gaze is both fast and natural, although its accuracy is limited.
There are still technical challenges with gaze tracking, as well
as inherent physiological limitations. Furthermore, providing
an alternative to clicking is challenging.

We are considering use cases where input based purely on
gaze is desired, and the click targets are discrete user inter-
face (UI) elements which are too small to be reliably resolved
by gaze alone, e.g., links in hypertext. We present Actigaze, a
new gaze-only click alternative which is fast and accurate for
this scenario. A clickable user interface element is selected
by dwelling on one of a set of confirm buttons, based on two
main design contributions: First, the confirm buttons stay on
fixed positions with easily distinguishable visual identifiers
such as colors, enabling procedural learning of the confirm
button position. Secondly, UI elements are associated with
confirm buttons through the visual identifiers in a way which
minimizes the likelihood of inadvertent clicks. We evalu-
ate two variants of the proposed click alternative, comparing
them against the mouse and another gaze-only click alterna-
tive.
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INTRODUCTION
Eye gaze trackers make it possible to monitor the user’s gaze,
i.e., detect where the user is looking on a surface such as a
computer display. The technology has been used in research
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for a long time, and is now slowly finding its way into the
consumer market. The price of entry-level eye gaze trackers
has fallen dramatically, and some mobile devices implement
eye control features such as pausing video in the absence of
detected gaze. Eye gaze tracking has characteristics which
make it interesting for human-computer interaction. When
used for pointing, it is natural and easy to use [27] and is one
of the fastest input mechanisms [29, 25]. Users naturally look
at a target object before performing any action, so the gaze
also reflects users’ intentions [9, 16]. This raises the prospect
of using it in a general-purpose input method.

Terminology & Scope: In order to use eye gaze track-
ing effectively for input, we need a click alternative [23],
i.e., a method which can be used to activate a clickable
user interface element (clickable for short), analogous to a
mouse. There are two typical applications for clicking: first,
precision-clicking of any one of a near-continuum of posi-
tions, such as in paint tools or in text-editors, and secondly
clicking of discrete clickables such as hyperlinks and buttons.
The second application (discrete clickables) is sufficient for
many common activities such as browsing. Similarly to im-
portant related works [5, 1, 28, 23], we restrict our investiga-
tion to discrete clickables. For continuous precision clicking,
e.g., for graphics and text editing, different click alternatives
would have to be used. Moreover, we consider only gaze-only
click alternatives, meaning those which rely only on gaze in-
put, and not hybrid click alternatives using extra hardware
such as buttons. Finally, we support targets which are too
small to be resolved reliably by gaze pointing alone, e.g., hy-
perlinks.

Motivation: There are many applications for gaze-only click
alternatives. They are widely used for accessibility in med-
ical conditions where button-based clicking cannot be used
easily. There are industrial and medical use cases which re-
quire touchless interaction, e.g., if the users’ extremities are
contaminated or otherwise engaged. Other modalities may be
impractical in some situations, e.g., a noisy environment can
preclude voice input. A good gaze-only click alternative may
also be of interest for everyday situations where mouse and
touch are inconvenient.

Creating a workable gaze-only click alternative is challeng-
ing. Gaze pointing is not accurate enough even for typical
discrete clickables. This limitation arises not only because of
the current gaze tracking technology, but is also due to physi-



ological limitations of the eye [18]. Furthermore, while gaze
pointing seems fairly straightforward, activating (“clicking”)
is not [11]. Activating a clickable after the user looks at it for
certain time (“dwell”) leads to inadvertent clicks (the “Midas
touch” problem). This problem remains an important concern
for almost all gaze-only click alternatives. Unsurprisingly,
none of the existing gaze-only click alternatives comes close
to the mouse as a gold standard in terms of combined speed,
accuracy and ease of use (see Related Work).

In this work we present a novel gaze-only click alternative
called Actigaze1. It is similar to an existing gaze-only click
alternative, Multiple Confirm [23], which we found applied
in practice (e.g., for accessibility), but comes significantly
closer to the speed and accuracy of the mouse. Multiple Con-
firm uses gaze-pointing to pre-select a set of potential targets,
i.e., the user first dwells near the target. Then confirm but-
tons are shown for each of the potential targets (Figure 1):
these are dwell-activated buttons which are shown in the pe-
riphery of the users’ active work area, together with textual
labels for the targets. To disambiguate between the potential
targets, the user dwells on one of the confirm buttons and the
corresponding target is “clicked”. Multiple Confirm avoids
inadvertent clicks with this separate confirm step and dis-
ambiguates between potential targets in areas crowded with
clickables. However, finding the right confirm button for a
target is slow.

Contributions: Actigaze addresses the shortcomings of Mul-
tiple Confirm. Potential targets are colored and the periphery
of the users’ work area is filled with confirm buttons which
have corresponding colors (Figure 2). Finding the confirm
button for a target is done by simple color matching. A key
innovation is that the confirm buttons are stable: first, they
have fixed positions, and secondly, their colors are fixed and
can be learned so as to become part of procedural memory.
We present two variants of Actigaze which can be selected on
user preference: Static Coloring, where all clickables are col-
ored immediately, and Dynamic Coloring, where only click-
ables close to the current gaze position (i.e., potential targets)
are colored. In general, visual identifiers other than colors can
also be used, e.g., patterns or icons. The main contributions
are:

1. Stable confirm buttons with fixed colors which enable
learning. Since the confirm buttons do not require anima-
tion, they can be placed outside a screen.

2. Stable coloring: The colors are pre-assigned when the user
interface is first rendered and remain constant afterwards.

3. Optimized coloring: The coloring of the clickables is done
in such a way as to minimize the likelihood of inadvertent
clicks, by avoiding close occurrences of the same color. An
efficient algorithm to calculate the coloring is provided.

4. Two variants (Static Coloring and Dynamic Coloring) of-
fering a trade-off between visual appearance and speed.

5. An a-posteriori gaze analysis technique for Static Coloring
which simplifies the state machine of this variant.

1http://www.actigaze.com

6. Optimized color choice: A set of colors proposed as vi-
sual identifiers which are easily distinguishable and pre-
serve contrasts.

7. An experimental comparison of Actigaze with the mouse
and Multiple Confirm.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The accuracy of gaze tracking is limited for two reasons: first,
technical limitations, which may improve as the technology
evolves; secondly, physiological limitations which cannot be
overcome by better geometric gaze tracking. Due to the size
of the human fovea the geometric axis of the eye is not al-
ways aligned with the gaze point, and the gaze position is con-
stantly fluctuating due to involuntary eye movements. More-
over, when gaze is used to perform actions in a user interface,
it is difficult to separate perception from intention, which can
result in unintentional actions, e.g., if clicks are triggered by
dwell [13]. Various gaze click alternatives have been devised
to perform actions or mimic the mouse [11]. They can be
classified as: direct, indirect and auxiliary.

Direct click alternatives use the gaze to point directly onto
the target but vary in the mechanism used to trigger the acti-
vation. Direct alternatives are inherently limited by the inac-
curacy of gaze tracking [18] and cannot be used with general,
unmagnified user interfaces, which contain clickables such as
hypelinks which are simply too small. The most obvious and
natural direct alternative is dwell (or fixation), which activates
a clickable after the gaze dwells on it for a defined time in-
terval. For very simple object selection tasks, dwell can be
significantly faster than the mouse [25]; it has been used for
specialized UIs such as carefully-designed menus [21, 28].
However, short dwell times lead to inadvertent clicking, and
long dwell times are difficult due to involuntary eye move-
ment [22].

Some click alternatives use gaze-pointing together with hard-
ware buttons for clicking. Hardware buttons seem slightly
faster than simple dwell with a typical 0.4 second threshold,
but are less accurate as people have been found to tend to
click before the gaze has fully settled on the target [29]. Re-
searchers in this area agree that these click alternatives should
be reserved for applications where an additional hardware
button is feasible and where the click targets are sufficiently
large [32, 18, 30].

Blinks, winks and other facial movements have been used in
direct alternatives to trigger activations [19, 7]. While good
detection rates can be achieved, such movements are usually
not used consciously. Short blinks occur naturally about 10
times per minute, so click alternatives use longer blinks for
disambiguation. However, longer blinks affect vergence and
the fixation point is lost. Some users find eyebrow raises to
be more tiring than blinking while others find blinking to be
more disruptive than eyebrow raises [7].

Some direct alternatives use gaze movement patterns.
Møllenbach et al. [20] studied single point-to-point move-
ments for selecting objects in areas near the edge of the
screen. Users gazed at a target and then at the opposite
screen edge to complete the selection. Møllenbach et al.
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found shorter, horizontal movements to be more efficient than
longer or vertical ones. Huckauf et al. [12] studied anti-
saccades for target selection: when a user dwells on a click-
able, a copy of it appears beside it and can be activated by
glancing in the direction opposite to the copy. Compared to
simple dwell, anti-saccades resulted in shorter click times but
also in more errors.

Different magnification techniques have been proposed to en-
able the use of direct alternatives for smaller clickables. In
the ERICA system [17] users dwell on a region to magnify
it, and then select a point of interest with a second dwell.
Finally, users choose a mouse action (left click, right click,
etc.) using dwell-activated buttons. Skovsgaard et al. [26]
compared two-step and three-step magnification for dwell-
based target selection, finding three-step magnification to be
more accurate than two-step magnification, albeit with sim-
ilar subjective ratings and selection times. Ashmore et al.
[2] compared a dwell-activated fish-eye lens with a continu-
ous fish-eye zoom for dwell-based target selection, with the
lens performing better than the zoom and simple dwell. Fish-
eye lenses distort the border of the magnified area but avoid
occlusion of screen content, as seen with simple magnifica-
tion techniques. The Bubble Cursor [8] dynamically zooms
the gazed-at area so that only one target is selectable at any
time. EyePoint [14] magnifies the region around the gaze
point when a hotkey is pressed, allowing users to perform
mouse click operations using a normal keyboard. Magnifica-
tion is useful for smaller clickables but disrupts the UI visu-
ally, especially when triggered by unintentional dwells, and
adds to the overall click time.

Indirect click alternatives provide an additional selection
mechanism for disambiguating between potential targets, so
they do not rely so much on precise gaze coordinates. They
can be used in general user interfaces with smaller clickables,
without disrupting the user experience as much as magnifi-
cation does. Dwell has been combined with confirm buttons
[29, 22, 23]: users first gaze near a clickable by dwelling and
then confirm the selection by looking at a confirm button. To
compensate for gaze tracking inaccuracy, confirm buttons are
presented for all the clickables within a certain radius around
the center of dwell. In previous work we compared different
existing confirm button based click alternatives and found that
arranging confirm buttons directly around a dwell in the user
interface (“Radial Confirm”) is too distracting as it occludes
content and draws the gaze away [23]. The best performing
alternative (Multiple Confirm) places the confirm buttons in
the margin of the display area, with labels for clickables (Fig-
ure 1). Its accuracy is close to that of the mouse, with an
average click time of 7.4 seconds, compared to 2.1 seconds
for the mouse [23].

Some gaze-controlled web browsers use indirect alternatives
with more than two dwells for clicking. Abe et al. [1] pro-
posed dwell-activated directional buttons for moving a cur-
sor and activating a selected link. Castellina & Corno [5]
proposed dwell-activated directional buttons for selecting a
group of links tagged with running numbers, and activating a
link in the group with dwell-activated number buttons. Alter-

Figure 1. Existing Multiple Confirm click alternative: confirm buttons
are unstable as the dwell position changes, even if referring to the same
link (left vs. right).

natively, all links are tagged with running numbers and can
be ‘dialed’ with a dwell-activated numeric keypad. In such
methods, especially those using selection cursors, the click
time grows with the number of clickables, so they are slower
than the click alternatives using confirm buttons. Castellina &
Corno [5] found participants preferred the ‘dialing’ approach
over ERICA magnification [17] for browsing.

Eye gaze gestures have also been studied as indirect click al-
ternatives. Drewes & Schmidt [6] evaluated gaze movement
around a dialog window either in clockwise or anti-clockwise
direction for yes/no responses, as well as other gestures. They
found gestures can be reliable and efficient (≈1.9 seconds for
dialog), and UI edges and corners are natural anchor points.
Gestures can be efficient for constrained selection tasks but
are error prone and too limited as a more general click al-
ternative. Many users find them tiring, preferring techniques
which require minimal deliberate eye movements [13].

Auxiliary click alternatives use gaze tracking with a physi-
cal pointing device for disambiguation between different tar-
gets. MAGIC [31] moves the pointer quickly to the gaze po-
sition using the mouse for finer movements and clicking, to
speed up pointing. The Rake Cursor [3] shows a grid of mul-
tiple mouse pointers simultaneously, moving the whole grid
with the mouse and selecting the active pointer in the grid by
gaze. It successfully reduces mouse movements as the pointer
closest to a target can be used. The Gaze-enhanced User In-
terface Design (GUIDe) [15] combines gaze with keyboard
and mouse to improve various common tasks.

STABLE CONFIRM BUTTONS
Many of the named approaches come with a trade-off: direct
alternatives by themselves are too inaccurate for small tar-
gets, magnification disrupts the user experience, indirect ap-
proaches involving more than two dwells are slow, and gaze
gestures can trigger only a very limited number of options.
Multiple Confirm is a plausible gaze-only click alternative for
discrete clickables. It resolves ambiguities and prevents inad-
vertent clicks. However, it is still considerably slower than
the mouse. A likely reason is that the confirm buttons are un-
stable, i.e., their button labels and positions change (Figure 1)
as the gaze moves, making it harder to find the right button
and preventing users from using procedural memory. To ad-
dress this, we propose here a technique which allows the con-
firm buttons to be stable, i.e., stay at constant positions with
constant visual identifiers.



Figure 2. When dwelling, clickables near the gaze are colored dynami-
cally (A) and associated with stable confirm buttons (right margin). The
crosshair of a confirm button is animated during dwell (B).

Figure 2 shows a web browser with stable confirm buttons in
a margin on the right and colors as visual identifiers. There
are two levels of stability, and both can contribute to learning
by the user and to increased speed. First, the confirm buttons
and their colors are stable and do not change. They could in
principle even be placed outside the interactive display. As a
result, the position of the colors can be learned and become
part of procedural memory. Peripheral vision can help to lo-
cate confirm buttons with clear visual identifiers. Secondly,
the assignment of visual identifiers to clickables can be kept
stable as long as the user interface does not change. Given the
same browser settings, the hyperlink “Persia” in Figure 2 can
always be associated with the gray button in the top-right po-
sition. Among other things, this enables the concept of static
coloring explained below.

All clickables are assigned visual identifiers right from the
start, but because the number of confirm buttons is limited
(seven in Figure 2), only a subset of clickables can be associ-
ated with confirm buttons at any time. Actigaze associates all
clickables within a certain association radius (≈ 1 cm in our
prototypes) around the gaze point with the confirm buttons
which have the corresponding visual identifiers. This makes
Actigaze a multiple-confirm technique and compensates for
tracking inaccuracy. If the user dwells on a confirm button
for long enough, the clickable associated with that confirm
button is activated. There is at most one clickable associated
with each confirm button at any time. The necessary steps for
the assignment of visual identifiers are discussed later. As the
gaze wanders, different clickables are close to the gaze point
and the association has to change. This gives rise to the two
variants of Actigaze: Static Coloring and Dynamic Coloring.
Static Coloring shows the assigned visual identifiers of all
the clickables simultaneously (Figure 4); Dynamic Coloring
shows the visual identifiers only for the associated clickables
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Figure 3. State machine of clicking with stable confirm buttons.

(Figure 2). We discuss Dynamic Coloring first as it illustrates
the association process.

State Machine: The state machine in Figure 3 specifies how
the association of clickables with confirm buttons is main-
tained based on dwell. The notation follows the one we used
in [23]. At first no clickables are associated with the con-
firm buttons, i.e., the confirm buttons are disabled (2). This
is important to prevent inadvertent clicks immediately after a
user has activated a clickable: the user’s gaze may still linger
on a confirm button after activating it by dwell. When the
gaze dwells within the association radius of clickables (3),
the clickables are associated with the confirm buttons after a
certain time (4), using the pre-defined assignment. The asso-
ciations between confirm buttons and clickables are updated
as the gaze dwells near other clickables (5). While the con-
firm buttons are enabled (4 and 5), the associated clickables
are colored. In order to activate one of them the user can im-
mediately move the gaze to the corresponding confirm button
(6) and activate the clickable through dwell (7). In our pro-
totypes we used an association dwell threshold of 80 ms and
an activation dwell threshold of 200 ms.

Stable confirm buttons are always visible and static, which
means there is a lower potential for distraction compared with
buttons which appear or change dynamically. However, click-
ables have to be modified to indicate their assigned visual
identifier to the user, and this can potentially distract or inter-
fere with the content of a UI. In the Dynamic Coloring vari-
ant, the UI’s overall appearance is changed to only a limited
degree, since only the clickables currently associated with
confirm buttons are colored (Figure 2). This has the addi-
tional benefit that users receive feedback about which click-



Figure 4. All links are colored statically in a way which minimizes the
likelihood of inaccurate clicks.

ables are associated. Furthermore, the dwell time threshold
controlling how soon new clickables are associated can be
varied. This achieves a tradeoff between potential distrac-
tion and speed: a higher threshold means the clickables are
changed less frequently but it slows down the clicking, and
vice-versa for a lower threshold.

Static Coloring: An alternative to Static Coloring is that all
clickables are colored all the time. This is the Static Coloring
variant of Actigaze (Figure 4). This does somewhat modify
the UI’s overall appearance. However, there are no dynamic
changes which could distract the user. It should be remem-
bered that instead of colors one can use patterns or shapes
(e.g., clock hands or numbers) as visual identifiers; this could
mitigate the visual impact of Static Coloring. Furthermore,
Static Coloring can be used with non-active displays such
as paper posters or slow displays such as e-ink (then using
above alternatives for colors). Static Coloring is faster than
Dynamic Coloring because the user sees the color of a target
straight away. That is, the time the user needs to register the
color (before moving on to the corresponding confirm button)
overlaps with the dwell time. In Dynamic Coloring, the color
of a target is only shown after the dwell; so the time the user
needs to register the color of the target starts only after the
dwell, adding extra time.

Confirm buttons should have a visual anchor in the center
(e.g., a crosshair) to help users hold their gaze. For on-screen
buttons this anchor should be animated while the gaze dwells
on the button in order to provide dynamic feedback (e.g., by
gradual highlighting until activation, as shown in Figure 2
B). Note that only the anchor should be animated, as anima-
tions outside the button center can draw the gaze away. Stable
confirm buttons can be off-screen to save screen real estate,
e.g., as markers arranged around the screen on the case of
a mobile device, as gaze trackers can usually also track the
gaze slightly outside the screen region. This would make it
more challenging to give dynamic feedback during activation.
However, with an adequate button size, dynamic activation
feedback is not necessary (e.g., 2.8 × 2.8 cm in our proto-
types).

ASSIGNMENT OF VISUAL IDENTIFIERS
Clickables are associated with confirm buttons if they fall
within the aforementioned association radius. If we want to
have a stable assignment, no two clickables within any as-
sociation radius can have the same visual identifier (as we

must never have two clickables associated with the same con-
firm button simultaneously). Consequently, in an assignment
of visual identifiers to clickables, the minimum distance be-
tween any clickables with the same visual identifier should
be sufficiently maximized. This will work better with more
visual identifiers. In particular, it can be used to disambiguate
between narrow targets such as hyperlinks in adjacent lines.
In principle, various algorithms can be used to find a (near)
optimal assignment in this sense. We found that the following
greedy algorithm is both efficient and sufficient in practice.

Algorithm for color assignment: The algorithm iterates
over all clickables in their order of appearance from the top
to the bottom of the page. The algorithms assigns each click-
able l greedily the optimal color based on the coloring of pre-
vious clickables. The optimal color is the one for which all
clickables of the same color are the furthest away from the
current clickable. To find that color c the algorithm goes for
each color backwards through the previously assigned colors
(it can also be done for all colors in one pass). For each previ-
ous clickable l′ with color c the algorithm checks the distance
δm(l, l′) between the two clickables. A natural distance mea-
sure is the minimum distance between any two pixels from
each clickable. The algorithm maintains the minimum such
distance. Previous clickables of the same color (including the
closest one) can be found with an efficient data structure. The
search window for the closest clickable of the same color is
limited by the size of the screen. Concerning asymptotic run-
time, the most important case where asymptotic behavior is
of concern is webpages, since there is no maximum length.
The algorithm is linear in the page length and quadratic in
link density, i.e., in the number of clickables on the screen.
This is good news since asymptotic behavior in page length
is of most concern, while link density is self-delimiting, i.e.,
screens can only have a limited number of links for readabil-
ity reasons.

The algorithm can be adapted to cater for other requirements,
e.g., if confirm buttons are small (mobile devices), clickables
which are close could be preferably associated with confirm
buttons which are not next to each other, to improve accuracy.

Color choice: If colors are used as visual identifiers, it is
important that they are easily distinguishable in order to not
hamper the visual search for the right confirm buttons. We
designed the palette of visual identifier colors in Figure 2 on
the basis of criteria for the distinguishability of colors [10].
These criteria include separating the colors in the CIE LUV
color space, separating the colors linearly (any three colors
should not be on the same line in the color space), and choos-
ing different color categories (i.e., colors from different re-
gions associated with common color names such as “green”
and “purple”).

The color visual identifiers of clickables should not dominate
a user interface, and for readability reasons should provide
good contrasts with the colors used for fonts in labeled click-
ables. We address the former by reducing brightness and the
latter by reducing saturation (Figure 4). Notably, our palette
replaces the red in Haley’s palette [10] with gray. Haley has
already reported difficulties with similar colors in the red-
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yellow region (having low color distance and linear separa-
tion). With the reduced brightness and saturation the distinc-
tion of red and orange showed as particularly problematic in
our pilot studies. Moreover, red is a dominant and semanti-
cally loaded color. During our experiments our participants
– including a red-green color blind male – had no problems
distinguishing the chosen colors. Optimal ordering of visual
identifiers on confirm buttons is a future work. On the one
hand, one may choose a natural ordering which may facilitate
visual search, e.g., by wavelength. On the other hand, similar
visual identifiers may be separated to improve accuracy.

A-POSTERIORI GAZE ANALYSIS
In the Static Coloring variant, since there is no visual feed-
back about the current association of clickables with confirm
buttons, there is in fact no need to associate clickables with
confirm buttons early on. While the user is dwelling on a
confirm button, the click alternative can decide a-posteriori
which clickable should most likely be activated, based on an
analysis of recorded gaze data. This simplifies the state ma-
chine, as shown in Figure 5. Such an a-posteriori analysis
can retrace the gaze path backwards in time from the confirm
button which the user is currently dwelling on. It can con-
sider various criteria to decide probabilistically if a target and
which target should be activated, such as:

Proximity Clickables close to the gaze path are more likely.

Color match The color of clickables must match the confirm
button color.

Recency Clickables which lie on or near a more recent point
in the gaze path are more likely.

Dwell time Clickables where the gaze dwelled on or nearby
for longer (or above a threshold) are more likely.

For our desktop prototype (Figure 4) we found the most-
recent matching dwell criterion to be sufficient. This uses all
of the above criteria and results in the same behavior as the
state machine in Figure 3. After dwelling on a confirm button
with a certain color, the clickable with the same color which
was most-recently dwelled on or nearby for at least 80 ms

is activated. Only the clickables within an association radius
of the dwell are considered (the same radius as for Dynamic
Coloring).

EVALUATION
We performed an experiment to evaluate the usability of the
two Actigaze variants, Dynamic Coloring and Static Color-
ing, and compare them with the Mouse and the predecessor
method Multiple Confirm. In previous work we reviewed sev-
eral gaze-only click alternatives and identified Multiple Con-
firm as one of the best [23]. Consequently, Multiple Confirm
serves as a baseline for gaze-only click alternatives, and the
mouse as a baseline for point-and click technologies in gen-
eral. We did not choose direct dwell (without confirm) as a
baseline because it is known to be too inaccurate – our previ-
ous experiments showed that small links are almost impossi-
ble to click with dwell alone.

Hypotheses: We expect Multiple Confirm to be significantly
slower and the mouse to be significantly faster than all other
alternatives. Furthermore, we expect Static Coloring to be
faster than Dynamic Coloring (as discussed in the previous
sections).

Setup: Dynamic and Static Coloring were implemented as
described in the previous sections, with Static Coloring us-
ing a-posteriori analysis. To achieve a fair comparison, we
used an identical experimental apparatus for all conditions
where possible. We integrated all click alternatives into the
same custom webbrowser (Figures 1, 2 and 4), using the same
overall screen layout and confirm buttons of similar size and
shape. We also adjusted all conditions to use the same dwell
thresholds where possible, so that no condition would be dis-
advantaged by confounding factors. We used a Tobii X2-30
Wide remote eye gaze tracker mounted below a 23 inch LCD
screen with a Dell optical mouse.

Task: Similar to Penkar et al., we used hyperlink clicking
tasks to measure click time and accuracy for a typical use
case. The user is shown a Wikipedia webpage with typical
medium font size, and a short, regular countdown appears
on top of the page (Figure 6 top). When the countdown fin-
ishes, the hyperlink to click is highlighted with a black rect-
angle (Figure 6 bottom), which remains visible until a link is
clicked. The user is asked to click on the highlighted target as
quickly and accurately as possible, using one of the click al-
ternatives. No scrolling is required. The click time is the time
between the appearance of the black rectangle and a “click”
by the user. Accuracy is measured by counting the number of
misclicks, i.e., clicks on an incorrect target.

This task design addresses some of the problems reported by
Penkar et al.: in their study, the user had to memorize a se-
quence of links and then click them quickly one after another.
As a result, the measurements also included time for recall
and visual search, and participants were trained with the same
links which the click times were measured for. Our design
avoids additional time for recall and visual search and train-
ing with the same links, allowing us to obtain more realis-
tic click time measurements. Finally, instead of using online



Figure 6. Task: after a countdown (top-left and top-right) the link to
click is highlighted with a black rectangle (bottom).

Wikipedia pages, we used the offline corpus Wikipedia for
Schools2 in order to avoid irregular load times.

Procedure: The procedure is illustrated in Figure 7. We used
a within-subjects design, so every participant performed the
click tasks in all four conditions. The order of conditions was
counterbalanced to compensate for order bias and training ef-
fects. First participants were given a demographics question-
naire and an introduction of eye gaze tracking and the exper-
imental tasks. For each condition, the gaze tracker was cali-
brated and participants had two minutes to browse freely and
familiarize themselves with the click alternative if required

2http://schools-wikipedia.org/
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Figure 7. Experiment procedure.

(Free Training). 40 clicking tasks were performed; the first
ten were training clicks and were not included in the data and
the following 30 clicks were timed. A representative sam-
ple of click targets was chosen, with approximately an equal
number of “easy”, “medium” and “hard” targets in every set
of training and timed clicks. For “easy” targets only one or
two hyperlinks would be within the association radius around
the target, for “medium” targets three or four, and for “hard”
targets five or more. In the cases where the need for recalibra-
tion became evident, the current click was completed and the
next click started after recalibration. Participants filled out i)
a System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [4] after using
each click alternative and ii) a post-questionnaire with over-
all preference rankings and open answers at the end. The ex-
periment took approximately 40 minutes for each participant.
Each participant was rewarded with a shopping voucher.

Framework: There is currently no standard benchmark for
and no framework supporting the development of gaze based
click alternatives. To provide a stable testbed for the evalua-
tion of gaze click alternatives, we created a framework based
on a custom WebKit-based web browser written in Java. It
supports common eye gaze trackers from Tobii and EyeTribe,
and makes it possible to implement gaze click alternatives as
plugins using an event-based interface. This made it easier to
implement all click alternatives consistently and avoid con-
founding factors. The framework was also used to automate
the experiment procedure. Sequences of hyperlink clicking
tasks can be scripted in text files. The experimental pro-
cedure can be controlled at any time via keyboard hotkeys.
Click times, accuracy measurements and experiment param-
eters such as condition and task are recorded in an event log,
with a tabular structure which can be analyzed by all com-
mon statistics applications. The framework includes imple-
mentations of various click alternatives, an offline version of
Wikipedia, and a script with the clicking tasks used in this
study. We decided to make it open-source software and freely
available to other researchers on the web3.

Participants: A total of 25 volunteers, 6 females and 19
males from three different ethnicities aged between 18 and 45
(median 24), were recruited from the City Campus of the Uni-
versity of Auckland. Most of them were students, reported to
be confident computer users and readers of English text, and
had never used an eye gaze tracker before. Nine participants
were wearing glasses or contact lenses.

Results
Every participant performed 30 timed tasks in each condition,
resulting in a total of 750 measured clicks for each alterna-
tive. The data collected in this study are available online4.
Figure 8 and Table 1 summarize the experiment results. The
click times have a strongly skewed, non-normal distribution
(Figure 9). Therefore we used non-parametric statistics to an-
alyze the data.

3http://github.com/aucklandhci/gazebrowser
4http://github.com/aucklandhci/gazebrowser/tree/
master/datasets/

http://schools-wikipedia.org/
http://github.com/aucklandhci/gazebrowser
http://github.com/aucklandhci/gazebrowser/tree/master/datasets/
http://github.com/aucklandhci/gazebrowser/tree/master/datasets/


Table 1. Summary of click times, misclicks, System Usability Scale (SUS)
scores and preference ranks.

Multiple Dynamic Static
Confirm Coloring Coloring Mouse

Median 2.61 1.67 1.46 1.1
time (s)
95% CI [2.37, 2.99] [1.57, 1.77] [1.34, 1.55] [1.02, 1.14]

Misclicks 30 (4%) 16 (2.1%) 26 (3.5%) 14 (1.9%)

SUS avg. 74.8 78.32 76.24 90.88
95% CI ±6.02 ±4.35 ±6.02 ±3.35
Std. dev. 14.58 10.55 14.58 8.13

Rank avg. 2.88 2.40 2.92 1.76

Multiple Confirm Dynamic Coloring Static Coloring Mouse
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Figure 8. Boxplot of click times.

A Friedman rank sum test shows a significant effect of the
click alternative on click time (χ2 = 1479.47, df = 3, p �
0.001). One-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests show signif-
icant differences between Multiple Confirm and Dynamic
Coloring (Z = 18.26, p � 0.001), Dynamic Coloring and
Static Coloring (Z = 8.44, p � 0.001), and Static Coloring
and Mouse (Z = 19.83, p � 0.001). All null hypotheses
about click time can be rejected with high confidence.

The click time frequency distributions (Figure 9) show that
the majority of click times for Multiple Confirm fall be-
tween 2 and 3 seconds, while the majority of click times for
Static Coloring, Dynamic Coloring and Mouse fall between
1 and 2 seconds. Multiple Confirm has a very long tail with
many slow click times. All alternatives have reasonably few
misclicks (≤ 4%).

A Friedman rank sum test shows a significant effect of the
click alternative on the SUS scores (χ2 = 24.68, df = 3, p�
0.001). Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with Holm
correction do not show significant differences between Mul-
tiple Confirm and Static Coloring (Z = −0.20, p = 0.85) or
Dynamic Coloring and Static Coloring (Z = 0.93, p = 0.72),
but there is a significant difference between Dynamic Col-
oring and Mouse (Z = −4.19, p � 0.001). A Friedman
rank sum test shows a significant effect of the click alterna-
tive on preference rank (χ2 = 12.73, df = 3, p = 0.005).
Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with Holm correction
do not show significant differences between Multiple Con-
firm and Static Coloring (Z = −0.27, p = 0.81), Multiple
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Figure 9. Frequency distributions of click times in milliseconds.

Confirm and Dynamic Coloring (Z = 1.34, p = 0.44), Dy-
namic Coloring and Static Coloring (Z = −1.47, p = 0.44)
or Dynamic Coloring and Mouse (Z = 1.77, p = 0.32),
but there are significant differences between Static Coloring
and Mouse (Z = 2.84, p = 0.02) and Multiple Confirm and
Mouse (Z = 2.86, p = 0.02).

For some participants the eye gaze tracker did not perform
well and had to be recalibrated. This was also commented
on by some participants. Almost all participants remarked
positively about the gaze click alternatives during the experi-
ment, and many participants said that gaze clicking with the
Actigaze alternatives felt faster than the mouse. Some par-
ticipants commented that when using Multiple Confirm, they
had difficulties finding the right confirm button. Some par-
ticipants found the colors used in the Actigaze alternatives
distracting.

Discussion
The click time and accuracy achieved with the variants of
Actigaze are clearly better than Multiple Confirm, which used
to be the best click alternative, and consequently better than
existing gaze click alternatives. Although Actigaze is still
significantly worse than the mouse, its accuracy and median
click times come fairly close. It is hard to beat the mouse
as the established gold standard; however, many participants
erroneously perceived gaze clicking to be faster, probably be-
cause eye movement involves less physical effort than hand
movement.



The increased performance is in line with the mental models
associated with Multiple Confirm and the Actigaze variants.
In Multiple Confirm the user performs a visual search for the
correct confirm button which is typically linear in the number
of confirm buttons due to their instability; on average half
the confirm button labels need to be checked, making it fairly
slow. By contrast, in Actigaze the visual search is nonexistent
or greatly reduced after an initial training effect.

It has to be noted that for any dwell-based click alternative the
dwell time adds a hard penalty, e.g., increasing the dwell time
by 100 milliseconds is expected to increase all click times by
that amount. The current activation dwell threshold of 200
milliseconds is chosen as being acceptable for the user and
to help avoid inadvertent clicks. By subtracting the dwell
thresholds we can see how much time is spent on the actual
movement of the gaze: after subtracting 80 ms and 200 ms
for the gaze thresholds, the remainders for the Actigaze al-
ternatives are 1.39 and 1.18 seconds respectively. This shows
that compared to the Mouse, much of the overhead of gaze
clicking can be explained by dwell.

The longer click times and especially the outliers for the gaze
alternatives were mostly due to gaze tracker inaccuracy, ac-
cording to our observations. If gaze tracker calibration was
successful then there were no problems of this kind, so this
inaccuracy is not inherent, e.g., it is not due to physiologi-
cal factors. Some of the negative feedback was caused by
problems with the gaze tracker. These problems, combined
with the necessity of a calibration process and incidental re-
calibration, clearly set gaze clicking apart from the mouse in
terms of usability and likely had a negative effect on the us-
ability scores and rankings. Actigaze works with any gaze
tracker and will benefit from improvements in this technol-
ogy. Specifically auto-calibration techniques [24] could be of
great benefit for its usability.

Threats to Validity
A possible threat to validity is the implementation and adap-
tation of the Multiple Confirm click alternative. The alterna-
tive was implemented according to the specifications given in
[22], but it is hard to recreate exactly the same system. A dif-
ferent eye gaze tracker was used. Moreover, the dwell param-
eters were adjusted in accordance with the Actigaze dwell al-
ternatives. However, comparing the click time distribution in
our experiment with those presented in [22], our implemen-
tation of Multiple Confirm seems to have performed faster
than in the previous experiment. Hence, using it as a baseline
seems valid.

There may be a social desirability bias in the preference data
of our experiment, as many participants were from our de-
partment and may have known us. However, the study was
conducted by a research assistant who was not involved in
the other stages of the research, and a script was followed to
reduce such effects. Anonymity was emphasized, participants
were given privacy when filling out questionnaires, and they
were encouraged to give accurate answers.

Some limitations of the equipment should be noted. Al-
though the eye gaze tracker allowed for some head move-

ment, a few participants moved too much during the exper-
iment and had to be repositioned. Excessive movement was
mostly caused by participants getting excited about the new
technology (some participants turned to the experimenter to
express their interest) or when participants moved away from
the eye tracker while relaxing in between tasks. This may
have had a negative effect on the click alternatives.

CONCLUSION
We have presented Actigaze, a novel, purely gaze-based click
alternative for discrete clickables. With the design and evalu-
ation of Actigaze, we have made the following contributions:

• Techniques to achieve stability of confirm buttons to enable
the use of procedural memory.

• An algorithm to assign visual identifiers to clickables in
order to avoid inadvertent clicks.

• Two variants which trade off visual appearance and speed.

• An a-posteriori analysis technique which simplifies the
state machine of one of the variants (Static Coloring).

• A palette of easily distinguishable color visual identifiers.

• An experimental comparison of Actigaze against the
mouse and the Multiple Confirm click alternative.

The results of the user study with 25 participants show that
Actigaze significantly improves performance over the Multi-
ple Confirm click alternative [23], which is used in practice.
In our experiment the click time was improved by about a
second, without loss of accuracy. To help other researchers,
we make our framework for the development and evaluation
of gaze click alternatives freely available.

There are several future works. Actigaze can be combined
with auto-calibration techniques in order to reduce setup time.
The time thresholds could be tuned or adapted dynamically
to reduce the immanent time penalties of purely gaze-based
interaction. A longitudinal study of Actigaze could verify
long-term usability and the performance gain expected from
frequent use. With practice the use of confirm buttons may
become ‘automatic’, i.e., without conscious cognitive effort
similar to touch typists who do not have to think about the
locations of the keys.

With gaze tracking for mobile devices becoming more reli-
able and mainstream, it would be logical to explore the use of
Actigaze specifically for mobile use. Further studies can also
explore the added value of Actigaze with other types of inter-
faces, e.g., for the conventional WIMP-style. For web brows-
ing Actigaze could be studied in the presence of other gaze-
controlled features such as scrolling, forward/backward nav-
igation buttons and form input. Another stream of research
would be to consider how gaze clicking could work together
with other input modalities, e.g., touch, voice and gestures.
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